The first characterization (Corollary 1.2) shows that finite left localizations may be realized as endomorphism rings of finitely generated projective idempotent ideals. It follows that every left localization of a right perfect ring is finite.
Finally, the finite projectors of the second characterization (Corollary 2.2) are shown to have endomorphism rings whose quotient ring structure is very closely related to that of the original ring. For example, every ring of left quotients of the endomorphism ring is Morita equivalent to a ring of quotients of the original ring. 1* Perfect TTF-classes* For an associative ring R with identity let R^£ denote the category of unital left i2-modules. A (hereditary) torsion class J7~ <ΞΞ R^< £ is a nonvoid class of left i?-modules closed under taking submodules, factor modules, extensions, and arbitrary direct sums. Corresponding to a torsion class ^~ is a torsion-free class &~ = {Me R% s# | Hom^ (N, M) = 0 VNe J7~) and a topologizing filter of left ideals / = {/ left ideals of R\R/Ie^~}.
A torsion class determines a localization functor L^ from R^£ to the quotient category ^/jT~(see [13, §2] ) given by LAM) = lim = Horn, (7 
, M/t(M))
feet. These torsion classes have been characterized in [13, Theorem 13.1] and [14, Theorem 3.2] . We will refer to these characterizations as needed.
Perfect torsion classes are important because they give the left localizations of a ring. A left localization of R is a ring Q and a ring homomorphism σ:R-*Q such that σ is, an epimorphism in the category of rings which gives Q the structure of a flat right i?-module [7] , [13] . Stenstrδm [13, § 13] shows that ^~ is perfect if and only if GR.R-*Q is a left localization of R and ^ = {Me R^ \Q (x) R M = 0}. Silver [12] further calls a left localization finite if Q is finitely generated and protective as a right ^-module.
The other type of useful torsion class is the TTF-class. ^ is a TTF-elass if there is a (not necessarily hereditary) torsion class f or which ^Γ is the corresponding torsion-free class. These were characterized by Jans [8, Theorem 2.1] as those torsion classes whose associated filter contains a unique minimal idempotent ideal J.
Notice that if ^ is a TTF-class, the localization functor is just L s ,{M) = HoniB (J, M/t(M)) where J is the minimal element in the corresponding filter.
The following theorem characterizes finite left localizations in terms of these torsion classes. show that Q R is finitely generated and, in fact, finitely presented. Hence by [3] , Q R is protective and is a finite left localization of R.
(2) => (1). Since Q R is finitely generated and projective and Q s End Λ (Q R ) by [9, Theorem 7.1], j^~ is a TTF-class by [5, Proposition 1.4] . Finally, ^ is perfect by Stenstrom's characterization of left localizations.
REMARK. It would be tempting to replace condition (2) of the theorem by the condition that Q be a finite left localization of R. However, Example 2.4 below will show that this is impossible. COROLLARY 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the finite left localizations of R and the perfect ΎTF-classes, given by corresponding to Q the class {Me
Proof. This follows from the above theorem, [13, Theorem 13.1(f)], and [5, Proposition 1.4].
The following corollary shows that if j^~ is also faithful, we may strengthen condition (4(b)) above. COROLLARY 
Let J7~ be a faithful hereditary torsion class in R^€ . Then jy~ is a perfect TTF-class if and only if the associated filter f has a minimal element J which is finitely generated and projective as a left ideal of R. Moreover, in this case Q ~ End R ( R J).
Proof. The condition on R J is clearly sufficient. Conversely, since R R and R J are both in ^7 the usual epimorphism of a free module onto R J is in g We end this section with three corollaries about right perfect rings. These results depend on the fact that for right perfect rings, REMARK. This shows that the flat epimorphic hull of a right perfect ring can be concretely constructed. This contrasts with the general construction using a direct limit argument [7] . 2* Finite projectors* In this section we examine the torsion class and ring of left quotients determined by a finitely generated projective module P B as in [5] . We ask when this torsion class is perfect. We will need some background and notation; details may be found in [5] .
Let P B be a finitely generated projective right iϋ-module with S = End^ (P B ). The trace ideal T of P R is T = Σf(P) as / ranges over Hom^ (P, R). The trace T is an idempotent two-sided ideal of R such that PT -P. The monule P B determines a hereditary tor-sion class ^7~τ = {M e R^/ έ \P(x) R M -0}; its (associated filter is f τ = {I left ideal of i2|/3 T}. Thus ^~τ is always a TTF-class. We denote the corresponding torsion-free class by ^τ, localization by L τ , and ring of left quotients by Q τ .
The bimodule S P R determines functors and H = Horn* ( s P Pv , -): 5^C > R^f / such that i* 7 is the left adjoint of H. Then the localization functor L τ is naturally equivalent to the functor HF; thus Q τ = L T (R) = HF(R) = R, the double centralizer of P R , as rings. We will consistently denote this ring by R. THEOREM 
Let R be a ring, P R be a finitely generated projective right R-module, and S -End β (P R ). The following statements are equivalent:
(
1) ^τ is a perfect torsion class, (2 ) S P is finitely generated and protective, (3) the functor H is exact and commutes with direct sums.
Proof. (4) shows that R T is finitely generated. Then [11, Corollary 4] shows that S P is finitely generated so that H commutes with direct sums.
(3)=*(1). This is clear since HF must be exact and commute with direct sums.
(3) ==> (2) . Since H is exact, S P must be protective. Moreover, since (3) is equivalent to (1), S P is finitely generated.
(2) =-(3). This is clear. Condition (2) of Theorem 2.1 is obviously equivalent to the condition that the functor F = S PR ® R{ ) take finitely generated projective modules to finitely generated projective modules. Thus we follow Anderson [2] and call a finitely generated projective module satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.1 a finite projector. We immediately get one more characterization of finite left localizations. 
.2. A ring of left quotients Q of R is a finite left localization of R if and only if Q is canonically isomorphic to the double centralizer R of a finite projector P R .
Proof Let Q be a finite left localization of R. By [9, Theorem 7.1], Q ~ EncU (QR) Hence Q R is a finite projector and Q is clearly its double centralizer. Conversely, if P R is a finite projector, ^~τ is a perfect TTF-class. Thus R ~ Q is a finite left localization of R by Theorem 1.1.
The many characterizations of perfect torsion classes give rise to many for finite projectors. The following corollary lists a few; proofs are straightforward and easily seen from [5] , [13] , [14] , or Theorem 1.1, and are thus omitted. COROLLARY 2.3. For R, P, and S as in Theorem 2.1, the following statements are equivalent.
1) P R is a finite projector, (2) R T is finitely generated and is projective relative to the class of epimorphisms {A -• B -> 0 | A, Be ^τ}, (3) S P is a progenerator, (4) R and S are Morita equivalent via S P R
= S P R (x) R R, (5) R-T = R, ( 6) L T (M) ~ Rβ R M for all R M,(7
) every left R-module is in ά?~τ viewed as an R-module.
In view of Corollary 2.2, one might expect to add to this list the condition that R is a finite left localization of R. The following example shows that this condition is not sufficient. EXAMPLE 2.4. Let S be a ring with a nonprojective left Smodule 8 X, let P = S (x) X, and let R = End* ( S P). Then P R is finitely generated and projective since S P is a left S-generator. Further, S = End Λ (P R ) since generators have the double centralizer property. Hence R = R clearly, and R is a finite left localization of R. But S P is not projective; thus P R cannot be a finite projector.
The following two propositions give us some sources of finite projectors. PROPOSITION 
If R is left hereditary and left Noetherian, every finitely generated projective right R-module is a finite projector.
Proof. If T is the trace ideal of P Ry then ^Γis finitely generated and projective.
Recall that Anderson [2] calls P R a perfect projector (perfect injector) if the functor F -P® Λ ( ) preserves projective covers (injective hulls). See also [10] . PROPOSITION 
If R is semiperfect and P R is a perfect projector, then P B is a finite projector.
Proof. By [10, Theorem 3.3] there is an idempotent eeR with T -Re. Since R T is finitely generated and protective, P B is a finite projector.
The converse of this is false; there are triangular matrix ring examples which show that finite projectors need not be perfect projectors and that there is generally no relation between finite projectors and perfect injectors.
3* Correspondence of torsion classes and quotient rings* In this section we characterize finite projectors by special properties of certain correspondences from [5] . We begin with some background on these correspondences.
Let P R be a finitely generated projective right JS-module with S = End^ (P R ). Let 
F-(^s) = {Me B^r I F(M) e
The mappings S~R -+ F(^R) and ^s -* F*~(^~s) are inclusion-preserving, inverse one-to-one correspondences between the hereditary torsion classes in &^/ έ and those hereditary torsion classes in R^£ which contain ^T -{Me R^€ \F(M) = 0}. Further, if Q R and Q s are rings of left quotients of R and S with respect to hereditary torsion classes ^R and j?~s which correspond, then P ® R Q R is a finitely generated and projective right Q^-module with Q s = End Qi2 (P ® B Q s ) and Q R Ẽ nd Qs (P(g) R Q R ).
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a ring, P R be a finitely generated projective right R-module, and S -End^ (P R ). The following statements are equivalent:
(1) P R is a finite projector, (1). Since {0} g s^f is clearly perfect, and {0} corresponds to ^^, ^Γ τ is perfect. Hence P R is a finite projector.
(1) => (3). If P R is a finite projector, S P is a progenerator. Hence by [5, §4] , P0 R Q R~ Qs0 s P is a left Q 5 -progenerator and Q^ = End^ (Q s 0 S P). Thus Q R and Q 5 are Morita equivalent.
(3) => (1). This is clear by Corollary 2.3.
